How would you decide the pass or failure of a student after grading?

Is a scientific calculator allowed? Is any cheat sheet provided? Any resource?

How are the Problems made?

Everything you need to know before taking qual!

ucr.grad.stat@gmail.com

Join Us or Feedback

Free coffee provided in the meetings...

We have many awesome talks waiting, and we are looking forward to meeting you online, though I personally miss the

Since the school shut down until at least April 30th, we will hold the GSS in a different way. So far, we have the following

staff. This is open to ALL graduate students.

The GSS welcomes, and ENCOURAGES, anyone who is interested to attend. This includes undergraduates, faculty, and

department is welcomed.

that is appropriate for graduate

Doing, gain presentation practice, and get to know each other. The presentations can be on a variety of topics, including

A Seminar for Graduate Students

If you were an animal, which would you be?

What advice do you wish you had been given as a graduate student?

How did your interest in statistics begin?

How would you describe what you do for research? How is your research applied to actual data sets?

Did you work anywhere before UCR? If so, where, and what did you do there?

Where did you receive your PhD?

With her!

faculty last quarter. Let

Substantial

current graduate students. Here we go!

No, the criteria is the same. We might also look at your first grade if your second one is close but still not enough to pass

Students can make an appointment at the department office to review their answers. For any discussion on a problem,

we might curve the passing grade. For students whose grades are

will pass. However, if the problems are too difficult, we might curve the passing grade. For students whose grades are

Average 26?

variance 1. What is the mean of

is a random variable with mean 5 and

Writing is very important even you major in statistics.

calculating insurance premium, and later I realized there are many situations that statistics play an important role in,

I was first interested in probabilities related to poker games, mahjong, then I was curious about survival model for

network traffic.

My research focuses on anomaly detection for discrete correlated data. It can be used to detect unusual behavior in

Hope you can share those experience with us in GSS some day in the future!

202?

pricing, digital marketing and other marketing analytics. Then I moved to Shanghai with my family. I taught as a data

26?

... "

A: wait, what are

the names are not shown while grading.

Not for the money, but I always win.

To be clear, the meeting will be on this date. If you have questions about the meeting, please email

We are hoping to get a variety of topics and perspectives.

Departmental GSA will provide some snacks!

Apply for graduating in Summer

Add and drop course in R'web deadline

School close at least to (due to Corvid

Fee payment deadline for grad students

First day of instruction

First day of the spring quarter

First time TAing? Planning to graduate? Have not registered yet? Look at